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Introduction
 The free and open policy adopted by the 

European Space Agency (ESA) and NASA and 
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has driven 
exponential growth in users downloading 
Earth observation data.

https://slideplayer.com/slide/13140310/

Between 2015 and 2017, the volume of 
data in the EOSDIS archive more than 
doubled, from roughly 10 PB to almost 
22 PB (see graphic).

https://slideplayer.com/slide/13140310/


Introduction

The lack of data is no longer 
a limiting factor.

 New generations of Earth Observation(EO) 
satellites are creating increasingly significant 
volumes of data with such comprehensive 
global coverage that for many applications.

https://medium.com/radiant-earth-
insights/observing-the-earth-fueling-
global-development-solutions-
1c69fd5632bc

https://medium.com/radiant-earth-insights/observing-the-earth-fueling-global-development-solutions-1c69fd5632bc


Introduction

 The data management and analysis challenges 
arising from the huge increase in free and 
open data volumes can be overcome with new 
computing infrastructures, technologies and 
data architectures, such as the Open Data 
Cube.



Introduction

 Your data (may be > TB) is in your remote cluster. 

 You don’t want to download your data.

 You want to access and interactively play with your data 
in Jupyter notebook.

https://images.app.goo.gl/2YYMysuQSHq17yTJ7https://images.app.goo.gl/g9yxu
dEazYNEVawAA



Overview

 The Open Data Cube (ODC) is an Open Source 
Geospatial Data Management & Analysis 
project that helps you harness the power of 
Satellite data.

 The ODC is a set of Python libraries and 
PostgreSQL database that helps you work with 
geospatial raster data.



Overview

 The ODC core serves 
as a layer between 
satellite data and end 
user applications.

 It provides a common 
analytical framework 
to allow multiple data 
sources to produce 
information for 
multiple uses. 



Overview

 The ODC was developed for the analysis of 
temporally-rich earth observation data.

 Such data may include elevation models, 
geophysical grids, interpolated surfaces and 
model outputs.  



Overview

 The Data Cube works well with Analysis Ready 
Data (ARD), pre-processed, ready to use data 
made available by data providers.

 The installation of building a Data Cube 
environment that can be used to ingest data 
and run analytics processes.



The structure of TWDC

 data, an index and software

Network File System
-Original Data
-Ingest Data

PostgreSQL
-Index

GEO APIs STATS Tools

WEB UI

https://medium.com/opendatacube/what-is-
open-data-cube-805af60820d7

https://medium.com/opendatacube/what-is-open-data-cube-805af60820d7


Advantages: 
1. Store and manage multiple satellites data in different databases 
2. Private Dara Cubes derive from TWCC management
3. Multiple Cubes Data Sharing: private Cubes access data from other Cubes
4. High-speed computation due to powerful supercomputer 
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The structure of TWDC



Integration of multiple 

satellites data

 FS5(By Order)

 FS2(By Order)

 Landsat7
 Landsat8
 Sentinal-1
 Sentinal-2

ARD 

ingestion

 Analysis ready data
 Ingestion

Time series

comparison

 Multi-sequential data
query

 Multiple satellites 
data query

Multidimensional 

data analysis

 Data analysis
 Results comparison

others
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The structure of TWDC



 Query

 Data type management 

 Data modification 

Data 
management and 
query

 Data images output

 Complex image data (optional)

 Multi-sequential attributes query

Data collection 
and output

 Spectrum index analyses

 NDVI, NDWI, NDBI, ..... 

Analyses

 Customized analyses

 WEB UI Development

 Python Scripting

Customized 
applications 

The structure of TWDC



Data Cube Ingestion



https://datacube-
core.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ops/overview.html

 Data is usually file based, 
either in local directories of 
GeoTIFFs or NetCDF files.

 Index, the ODC uses 
PostgreSQL to store a list of 
Products and Datasets. User 
without need to know 
where the required files are 
stored.

Data Cube Ingestion

https://datacube-core.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ops/overview.html


Data Cube Ingestion

 What is ingestion?

 Ingestion is the entire process of adding new data to the Data 
Cube.

 This process includes:

 Describing your source dataset in a well-defined schema(.yaml)

 Creating a script for each dataset to generate a metadata 
file(.yaml).

 Creating an ingestion configuration file that defines the input 
dataset type and the output characteristics.



Product Definition

 defines some of the metadata common to all the 
datasets. 

 $ datacube product add product.yaml

https://datacube-
core.readthedocs.io/en/stable/ops/product.html



Dataset Preparation Scripts & Indexing

 Some data you may want to load into your Data Cube will 
come pre-packaged with a dataset-description document.

 $ datacube dataset add dataset-description.yaml

dataset-description 
document (*.yaml)

Dataset

Prepare-Script Index Dataset



Ingestion

 Ingestion configuration file

 defining a transformation between the source dataset and the 
output dataset.

 Using the ingestion process to define a bounding box, a 
resolution, projection and tile size.

 $ datacube ingest -c ingestion-description.yaml

Dataset

Ingestion-description 
document (*.yaml)

Ingestion a
New Dataset



Data Cube web-based User 

Interface (UI)



Data Cube Manager



Visualize Data Holdings

 Explore the Data Cube Manager > Data Cube 
Visualization menu to view the location and size of 
available data cubes.



Dataset Types

 Datasets in the Data Cube are organized using 
a data-type system.



Dataset Viewer

 The dataset viewer panel organizes all 
individual products in the Data Cube.



 Select Custom Mosaic Tool. This will give you a list of data 
cubes. Pick a cube of interest.

Custom Mosaic Tool



Cloud Mask

Date: Nov. 21st 2018

Custom Mosaic Tool



No Data Area

Dec. 17th 2018

Custom Mosaic Tool



Better Result

After custom mosaic 

Custom Mosaic Tool



Jupyter Notebook



What is Jupyter?

 Jupyter notebook is a web application that will let the 
user create documents containing code and 
documentation, such as equations, plots and text.



What is Jupyter?

 click "New" to create a new notebook

 Type the command in each cell and then hit Shift-Enter to run 
and to create new Cell.



Jupyter Notebook Python Tutorial



Python DataCube

 Import the Datacube configuration



Python DataCube



Python DataCube



Python DataCube



Python DataCube



Python DataCube

 Cloud filter



 Before cloud filter script: 31 files in total

 After cloud filter script: 4 files in total merely 

Python DataCube



Reference

 OpenDataCube official website

https://www.opendatacube.org/

 Installing the Open Data Cube

https://www.opendatacube.org/installation

 Open Data Cube Manual

https://opendatacube.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

 API reference

https://opendatacube.readthedocs.io/en/latest/dev/ap
i/index.html

 Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZ40HNq47ro

https://www.opendatacube.org/
https://www.opendatacube.org/installation
https://opendatacube.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://opendatacube.readthedocs.io/en/latest/dev/api/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZ40HNq47ro


Q&A


